
MAKE YOUR TEAM UNIQUE



A great opportunity LIMAR offers teams, 
clubs and cycling groups.

Minimum quantity per order: 10 pieces
40% discount off Retail Price

Which models are available for 
customization?
The whole AIR REVOLUTION range
in all available colours, 
Ultralight evo and Delta.
Other models on request.



PRODUCTS



Triple shell, in –mould carbon/eps frame

20 air vents, 8 longitudinal inner air flow channels

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Pro

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

S 53 56 M 54 58 L 57 61

S 230 M 255 gr L 270 gr

TOP PERFORMANCES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

AIR PRO

IMPROVING AIR CIRCULATION
The transversal wings, thanks to the use of carbon, have a reduced 
thickness. This allows easy inflow and improved air circulation inside the 
shell resulting in great benefits to aerodynamics and ventilation.

SMOOTHING THE AIR
The pyramidal surface of the longitudinal ribs reduces the impact pressure, 
cutting the air and allowing a smooth sliding.

PREVENTING VORTEX
The extended tail to the Air Pro decreases the resistance to the air allowing 
a gradual detachment and preventing turbulence.

PRICE 259,95 €

Also available with  

We have exploited the unique properties of carbon, coupling them with 
EPS, to realize a maximum resistance core with minimum thickness. Two 
structural wings merge with the side ribs of the shell, creating a highly 
performing cage in terms of safety, aerodynamics and ventilation.



AIR PRO
AIR PRO



AIR KING 
TIME TRIAL’S KING

The tests carried out in the Magny- Cours wind tunnel and, recently, in 
Boardman Performance Center allowed to translate all collected data into 
a shape, the shell, literally shaped by the wind. 
The air flows freely around the helmet design, meeting no obstacles. 
The entry is through the three central openings and the sliding is guided by 
specific channels.

INTEGRATED VISOR

Every detail of Air King is designed to meet high requests of the most 
demanding cyclists and hardest competitions.
The polycarbonate visor fits perfectly into the helmet design.
INSTANTANEOUS MAGNETIC GRIP VISOR

ANTI FOG AIR FLOW SYSTEM

Between the lens and the frame,
Air Flow System guarantees a constant and perfect visibility and an ideal 
ventilation, reducing the formation of condensation and fogging.

High performing EPS/PC shell

3 front, 1 back air vents, 8 longitudinal inner air flow channels

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Pro

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

S 52 56 M 54 58 L 57 61

S 410 gr  M 254205 gr  L 430 gr

TIME TRIAL RACE

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

PRICE 329,95 €



AIR KING
AIR KING



Monoshell in-mould

12 air vents, 3 longitudinal inner air flow channels

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Pro

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

S 52 56 M 54 58 L 57 61

S 235 M 250 gr L 270 gr

FASTEST RACES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

AIR SPEED

EXTREME VENTILATION
The twelve air vents and the three longitudinal channels allow a faster
extraction of hot air, granting an immediate and better cool effect on 
the head, even during long performances.

POWER DURING THE RACE
During the latest tests carried out at the 
Boardman Performance Center (UK), we had
further confirmation that AIR SPEED allows the 
rider great saving in watts during performance.

MAGNETIC BUCKLE
PRICE 199,95 €

When cycling, air is your main rival.
That’s why our R&D focused on the helmet aerodynamics, studying the air 
stream and turbolence to guarantee athletes and amateurs areal and 
consistent advantage.

At an average speed of 40 km/h, AIR SPEED achieves the same 
performance and aerodynamics code than our time trial helmet, LIMAR AIR 
KING, with the natural advantage of a better ventilation.



AIR SPEED
AIR SPEED



In-mould triple shell

15 air vents, inner air flow channels

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Pro

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

M 53 57 L 57 61

M 240 gr L 260 gr

AERO + VENTILATED RIDES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

AIR MASTER
DEVELOPED IN THE WIND TUNNEL
Limar ’s 30-year experience in designing and producing ever more advanced and 
performing models are all there to be seen. Through extensive tests in the Magny-
Cours wind tunnel, we have worked on every single detail, to achieve the best possible 
balance between aerodynamics and ventilation. The result is a helmet with 
performance and comfort never seen before.

ULTRA VENTILATED
Thanks to the Venturi effect, the fifteen air vents and the internal duct , the helmet 
grants the entry of a large amount of air, but with no compromise with its 
aerodynamic performance. Comfort is ensured by the circulation inside the helmet, 
where the air is channeled through the entire shell, and the accumulated heat is 
expelled, keeping the head cool.

THE SECRET IS SMOOTHNESS
Thanks to the position of the front air vents and to the shape of the rear 
section, the air has a lesser impact, it runs along the entire shell and 
detaches progressively, without creating turbulence.

PRICE 159,95 €



AIR MASTER
AIR MASTER



All around In-mould triple shell

19 air vents

Competition+ fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Pro

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

M 53 57 L 57 61

M 230 gr L 250 gr

ROAD/OFF ROAD ADVENTURES

HELMET LED LIGHT INCLUDED

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

SPECIAL FEATURE

AIR STAR
ROAD & OFF ROAD ADVENTURES
Designed and developed for Road and Gravel lovers, with great comfort and 
supreme ventilation of LIMAR AIR REVOLUTION COLLECTION.

ULTRA VENTILATED
Granted by 19 air vents and internal conveyed channels, the air circulation is 
boosted by the Venturi effect allowing air extra speed and enhancing the freshness 
feeling inside the helmet.

NIGHT HEART
The adjustment system, Competition+, allows horizontal and vertical adjustments, and 
guides the strap for a perfect fitting.
The rear red light included is functional and useful, perfectly fitting on the adjustment 
system, increases safety when riding at night or in limited light conditions.

PRICE 119,95 €



AIR STAR
AIR STAR



 In mould double shell

15 air vents, inner air flow channels

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Comfort

M 53 57  L  57 61

M 240 gr   L 250 gr

GRAVEL ȂǝADVENTURES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR 

AIR STRATOS

AIR STRATOS is a high performance all-terrain helmet for fast, light gravel and adventure 
riding. This robust and lightweight model has been designed from the ground up to 
keep the weight low and the comfort high.

Double in-mould shell with 15 vents for strength and ventilation. AirFit-System provides 
the best comfort and non allergenic treated pads keep your head dry.  
A strong construction made for thousands of kilometers on bikepacking expeditions, 
rough roads and single tracks.

Ready for the perfect mix of racing and adventure? With Air Stratos you can live your 
adventures everywhere, surrounded by wonderful scenery, riding on your bike with style, 
fun and in total safety!

PRICE       99,95 € / MIPS VERSION 139,95 €

NOW also available with  





Ultralight Evo



ULTRALIGHT EVO

ULTRALIGHT EVO



All around In-mould triple shell

17 air vents

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Full coverage

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

M 53 57 L 57 61

M 310 gr L 360 gr

ENDURO ADVENTURES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

DELTA
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
DELTA is developed with Triple shell PC / EPS in-mould technology.
With its extended temples and neck coverage, it complies with the strictest 
International Safety standards CE, CPSC, AS and also with the NTA 8776 for E-Bike.
The new LIMAR DELTA HELMET offers a perfect fit for any head, it is available in two 
sizes M (53-57) and L (57-62)

TOTAL PROTECTION
It is equipped with a large peak to protect from sun, branches and stones, 
adjustable in three positions, it allows to place comfortably your goggle when 
not in use.

LIGHTNESS, VENTILATION AND COMFORT
Thanks to Limar high technology, choice of materials and know-how in terms of 
lightness, the weight is among the lowest in the same category in the market 
(310gr for M size).
It offers an excellent ventilation thanks to its 17 vents and two internal flow 
channels for a perfect air circulation.

PRICE 124,95 € / MIPS VERSION 159,95 €

NOW also available with  



DELTA
DELTA



How it works:

Choose the model
Choose the colour combination or 
graphics you prefer and LIMAR will add
the club logo and/or rider name or a 
small writing.

After receiving a graphic proposal, you
will be able to place your order.









EYEWEAR
Our sunglasses are availavble in different
colours of frames and lenses, for a perfect
combination with our helmets

THEROS

ARGO

CAOS
CAOS
Aggressive design with a solid, noticeable frame.
It’s the perfect style for gravel and enduro lovers.
CAOS is a model with interchageable lenses. It is
equipped with a 100% UV protective lens up to 400nm, 
with anti-scratch treatment and dark mirrored finish
(cat.3), and  1 clear lens for use in low visibility situations. 

ARGO
Bold design for a total eye  protection, thin frame, 
extremely light (it’s just 26 gr), 
but elastic and highly resistant. 
Wide sized 100% UV protective lens in high-strength
polycarbonate, with anti-scratch treatment and dark 
mirrored lens.

THEROS
The unique design of this frameless model allows you a 
wide vision perfect for long rides thanks to its lightweight. 
It is equipped with single protective lens in high 
resistance polycarbonate, with anti-scratch treatment 
and several colours according to versions.




